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Eric Carleâ€™s beloved tale, Roosterâ€™s Off to See the World, now comes with a CD narrated by

award-winning actor Stanley Tucci!Rooster has gotten tired of living on the farm, so one sunny day

he decides that he wants to travel and see the world. But Rooster is feeling a bit lonely on his

outing. So when he meets two cats, he invites them to come along. And then he meets three frogs,

four turtles, and five fish who all join, too! But Rooster hasnâ€™t thought about food or shelter.

When his newfound companions head back home, the hungry and homesick Rooster eventually

follows. Heâ€™s learned that while itâ€™s wonderful to set out on an adventure, thereâ€™s nothing

as sweet as coming home. With his trademark collage illustrations and lively text, Eric Carle helps

young readers count from one to five and then back down from five to one in this delightful story

thatâ€™s now available as a book & CD narrated by Stanley Tucci!
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With his lush, gorgeous collages, Eric Carle hardly needs to write a word to make his picture books

appealing. Rooster's Off to See the World, in fact, may have been more successful as a wordless

book. Rooster wakes up one morning and decides he wants to travel. Off he goes, picking up

companions along the way (two cats, three frogs, four turtles, etc.). When night falls, the critters

become cold and lonely and hungry, and, group by group, return home. It seems the message here



is, "there's no place like home

An octet of favorite picture books now appears as board book editions. Wanderlust sends a rooster

to the road, and loneliness leads him to take on traveling companions in the

adventure-cum-counting book Rooster's Off to See the World by Eric Carle. The type may be small,

to fit the format, but symbols in the corner of each spread help readers keep track of the travelers'

growing number. Copyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an

alternate Paperback edition.

Before purchasing this item, I make sure to check out the item description to make sure that it was a

good size. It says "Product Dimensions: 8.4 x 0.3 x 11.5 inches" Naturally, after reading this, I

assumed that it was a standard size. It wasn't. It fit into my pocket. I was VERY disappointed with

this product.

Aw the rooster!! My kids love this story. They want me to read it all the time - I think they expect the

rooster will go somewhere else.

Our four year old son loves this book

I purchased book before reading reviews- they are right- a tiny book with small print and sad story.

Rather disappointing particularly for an Eric Carle book. I will check the Richard Scary book and

others. (needed rooster theme for Chinese New Year)

The book is only 3 by 5 inches. Too small!

The book is the book no doubt, however the picture and the sizing were EXTREMELY misleading.

They show the size of the book against a persons chest, but what they don't tell you is that that

person is a newborn infant. This book is pocket sized at best. Terribly misleading.

Frankly, I was not able to evaluate. When book arrived, it required latex gloves to even touch it.

Filthy!

I didn't realize this was such a tiny little book. It's pretty much pocket sized. Can't recall if size was



stated in the description, but perhaps I should have looked into it a little bit more.
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